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Joe Short
Founder and Brewmaster, Short’s Brewing Company
How to go from being you to wearing a colander on your head in nine short steps

9 steps to beerdom By Paul McMorrow

1Buy into it
Joe Short’s “fascination” 

for brewing began with a 
simple quest: He needed some 
alcohol. “Initially, it was sort 
of a loophole, because I was 
19. Instead of trying to find 
somebody to buy beer for me, I 
figured I would just try to make 

it myself,” he recalls. “During 
that process, I actually started 
to learn something, and I really 
gained an appreciation for 
[homebrewing]. It was fascinat-
ing to me and it still is.” Before 
long, Short had dropped out 
of college to pursue a career in 
brewing. 

2Do it yourself—and for 
yourself

He bounced around area 
breweries, and it was while 
working as “sort of a one-man 
show” in a brewpub in Jackson, 
Mich. that Short says he “came 
into my own” as a brewer. That 
experience gave him the itch to 
“venture out on my own, while 
I was still young.” So young, in 
fact, that when he went looking 
for financing, “No one took 
me seriously. I think people 
thought I was some really 
naïve hippie that didn’t know 
anything about anything, who 

just wanted this brewery in the 
middle of nowhere.”

3“We learned more from a 
three-minute record than 

we ever learned in school ...”
Short secured private financ-
ing “based on my brewing skill 
and my work ethic,” and at the 
age of 25, he opened the doors 
to his brewpub. He credits “an 
aggressive perseverance and 
tenacity to just survive” with 
seeing the pub through its first 
lean winters. “It’s really a mir-
acle that we even survived,” he 
says. “I had no clue what I was 

Joe Short’s tiny Michigan brewpub has gained national 
attention—and breathlessly positive reviews—for its 
bold, anything-goes recipes. Now, Short is undertaking 
an “enormous” expansion that will bring Short’s beer 
to the masses. It’s about time.
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